To: CISM parachuting nations
   to be published at milsport.one
   and included in the 2021 invitation files

Subject:
Exceptional modification on Junior age in 2021
CISM Parachuting Regulations 1.3.3.
due to Covid pandemic

Based on a decision by International Federation made at ISC/FAI Plenary Meeting 24 Jan 2021 CISM will apply the same.

Those athletes who were prevented from competing at world level junior championships in 2020 due to Covid pandemic but reached the age limit in 2021 will be allowed to compete as juniors at CISM competitions in 2021.

So the junior age limit for 44th WMPC in Doha will be: born in the year of 1996 or later.

Note:
This is not a rule change so in 2022 the standard junior age will be applied (born 1998)

If there would be any question, please do not hesitate to send a message to my parachuting@milsport.one address anytime.
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